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I am the only certified life and business coach
who teaches Authentically Distinct™ and
Neurodistinct folks how to use authenticity
to create Actionable Safe Spaces™.

Hi!  My name is Ebony L. Green and I am

known as The Ratchet Sage™. I am the only

certified coach who helps you make sense

of the greatness in your head without

judging your truth, worth, or creativity so

you can take action and make an impact.  

As the owner of Authentic Distinction™,

I deliver bespoke experiences designed to

clarify and bring out the greatness of

Authentically Distinct™ & Neurodistinct

humans so they take action with shine and

joy.

I want you to have the Actionable Safe

Space™ - or A.S.S.™ for short - that comes

from the clarity, confidence, and resilience

you get from knowing how to create the

business that's in your heart on the outside

in the world.

So let's get into this intensive so you can start

creating your coaching business model!

You were born to be distinct - to stand out, 
 succeed, and shine while solving the world's

problems. There is no script for your vision
except for the one you create. I want you to live

your truth as you build & launch your coaching
business with Authentic Distinction™!

E BONY LG R E EN . COM

MEET YOUR COACH

OWNYOURD I F F E R ENC E . COM

https://www.facebook.com/AuthenticDistinction
https://twitter.com/TrueDistinction
https://www.instagram.com/AuthenticDistinction


 
Throughout my signature Unlock

Your Expert™ Coach Academy,
you will gain the knowledge, tools,

strategy, and support to
completely frame out your

coaching business within an
Actionable Safe Space™.

 
Upon completing this experience
you will be clear on how to build

the business, complete with offers
that are authentic to the coach

your life has qualified you to be!
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Why create a coaching business that isn't authentic
to you?  Trust me; it ain't fun!  Let's get clear in
what you bring into your coaching and how to use
the Unique, Rare Solution™ you are as you coach.

Bring Yo Whole
A.S.S.™ Authentic Self
Into Your Coaching

02
What are the clarifying questions you ask
leads and clients to showcase your coaching
value?  What are the steps you take clients
through?  Let's get clear on alluhdis as we
outline out your A.C.M.™ Questions & Steps.

Your Authentic
Coaching Method™
Questions and Steps

03
Who are you going to help with your
coaching? What coaching style will you
choose to make the impact only you can make
as a coach? Let's get clear on alluhdis as we
frame out your Authentic Coaching Method™.

Your Authentic
Coaching Method™

04
What happens when clients don't follow your
A.C.M.™ Steps? How can you flex your
coaching as knowledge, tools, strategy, and
resources? Let's get clear on the value of your
coaching from your clients' point of view.

Your Brandable
World of Healing™

05
When you set out to be a coach in an industry
this saturated, you are choosing to advocate
for your coaching.  The most important way
you'll do this is by inviting your folks into your
coaching world - let's get you clear on yours!

Your Signature
Coaching
Methodology™
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE

Coach |  Strategist  |  Speaker |  Author
Authent ic i ty  Act ivator  & Business  Accelerator

© 2022 Authentic Distinction

All rights reserved.

No distribution without

expressed written consent.

All ideas, concepts, knowledge, tools, and

resources offered in this workshop are

brought to you by      Ebony L. Green,,
The Ratchet Sage™ who is the Owner and

Founder of Authentic Distinction™.


